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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
The machine-readable cross identification catalogues (Warren 1979) have been
•	 prepared by extracting AGK3 and BO numbers from the magnetic tape version of
the AGK3 Catalnyue (Dieckvoss et al. 19751 see also Presneau 1991).
After pre4paration of the AGK3-AD file, which contains all stars in the AGK3
catalogue, the file was sorted according to AD number and rearranged so that
'he BD number occurs at the beginning of each record. During the sorting
operation, all AGK3 stars having no BD numbers were omitted. The BD-AGK3 file
is especially useful for finding BD stars in the AGK3 catalogue, since
precession has moved stars across declination boundaries and it often has been
necessary to examine more than one AGK3 zone to Locate (or prove the
non-occurrence of) a BD star in the catalogue.
This document is Intended to describe fully the contents of the cross index
files so that users can read and process the tape without problems, guesswork,
or consulting the parent catalogue. it should be distributed with any
machine-readable versions of the files.
SECTION 2 - TALE CONTENTS
Byte-by-byto descriptions of the contents of t1le AGK3 -BD and ICU-AGK3 cross
index files are divan in Tables 1 and 2. The suggested format can be modified
depending upon usage, but character ( A) formats are recommended for BD
designations because blank fields are present for them in some records of the
AGK3-BD file. (Alternate specifications are given in parentheses).
Table
Suggested
B t^ e( s) 	 Description	 Format
	
1- 8	 AGK3 number
1 sign	 Al





	9 	 Letter designation "a" or "b" when
	 Al
more than one AGK3 star has the same









19-20	 Component designations for multiple 	 A2
systems and BD supplemental. stars:
P, S, A t
 B, S1, S2, P1, P2, C.
Note: Unfortunately, the BD supplemental stars,
correctly identified by lower case letters, are not
distinguished from the A and B designations for
binary components. This is because no distinction
is made in the AGK3 Catalogue itself, from which
the cross index was prepared. Although it would
not be difficrit to identify BD supplemental stars
and change Vae appropriate designations to lower
case, the AGK3 itself would need to be redesigned,
since the component designations are numerically
coded on the AGK3 tape. The tape format only
allows 1 byte for the code, and there are already
9 codes for components. If it is necessary to
distinguish or identify supplemental stars, the
Catalog of BD Supplemental Stars (Warren 1980;






TO 3 ggpg2 jadg2j,-
Suggested
Byte (s) Description Format
1-•	 q BD number
1	 sign Al
• 2- 3	 zone A2
4	 blank 1X
5- 8	 number A4
9-10 Component designations For multiple
systems and AQ supplementary stars%







15-18	 number 14	 (A4)
19 Letter; designation "a" or "b" when Al
more than one AGK3 star has the same
numbori otherwise blank.
The letter designations "a" and "b" for multiple AGO stars are coded on the
tape as lower case letters so that they will print cortoctly on extended chain
printers. When processed to upper case only printers, the letters should
print as their equivalents in upper case.
M°
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SECTION 3 - TAPE CHARACTERISTICS
Table 3 contains sufficient information to enable a user to read the magnetic
tape filers of AGK3-DD and BD-AGK3 catalogues. Information for' both Liles is
given. Parameters which are easily varied from installation to install&tion,
such as block size (physical record length), blocking factor (number of
logical. Macords per physical record), total number of blocks, tape density,
and coding (EBCDIC, ASCII) area not included, but they should always be
supplied with tape copies of the catalogues.
Table 3. Tape Characteristics. AGK3-BD, BU-AGK3 Cross Index Catalogues.
NUMBER OF FILES ....................................... ► ....	 2
LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH ..................................•••• 	 20,, 20
RECORD FORMAT	 FB
NUMBER OF LOGICAL RECORDS ..................••.......•...... 183145, 179438
Numbers separated by commas refer to the AGK3-BD and BD-AGK3 catalogues,
respectively. Logical record Lengths are given in byter (characters).
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I SECTION 4 - REMARKS AND REFERENCES
As Mentioned following Table 2, the latter designations for multiple AGK3
stars (>1 star with the same AGK3 number) have been coded on the tape as
lower case characters (a w punch code 12-0-1, b - 12-0-2) to conform to the
published catalogue. It may be necessary to convert these characters at
installations not supporting lower case. Many printers will print the lover
case characters as their upper case equivalents.
REFERENCES
Dieckvo©s, We, Kox, H. , Gunther, A. and Bros L, 	 E. 1975, AGK3 Star
catalogue of positions and proper motlons north of -215 declination,
derived from plates taken at Bergedorf and Bonn In the years 1928-1932
and 1956-1963, Hamburger Sternwarte, Hamburg-Bergedorf.
F'resneau, A. 1981, AGK3 story experienced by the CDS, Inform. Bull. CDS,
No.20, p. 10.
Warren, W. H. Jr. 1978, New AGK3 tape, Inform. Bull. CDS, No. 15, p. 116.
Warren, W. H. Jr. 1990, Bull. Amer. Astron. Soo. 12, 835.
Warren, if. H. Jr. and 'Kress, K. 1930, ADC Bull. I t 19.
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SECTION G - SW LE LISTING
The sample listing presented on the following pages contains logical data
records exactly as they are recorded on the tape files. The beginning of each
record and the bytes within that record are indicated by the column heading
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